Wiring diagram for relay switch

A relay is basically a switch but not like a switch that's on a wall. A wall switch relies on
someone to flip it which will then control a light or some other type load. A relay is switched by
electrical power and not a human. This is done by energizing a coil which is internal to the relay
and by energizing the coil, the relay changes state just like a wall switch would. Therefore when
you energize a relay, you are switching circuits off and on. Relays have many purposes and are
used in a variety of ways such as electronic circuit boards, machines, appliances, automobiles
and the list can go on. The main purpose of a relay is to switch electrical circuits off and on at
given times and allow circuits to be automated. A great advantage with relays is the ability to
switch many different circuits of different voltage types all at once by using the same relay.
Wiring Relays Although relays come in a huge variety of designs, shapes and sizes, They all
basically work with the same concept. I'm going to be covering some industrial relay logic and
the images you see here are some of the most common types used for industrial controls also
called machine controls. These images show a square 3-pole relay and it's socket on the left
and a round 2-pole relay and it's socket on the right. The socket is used to connect your wires
to the relay. This particular relay with 3-poles means you have 3 separate switches or what we'll
call contacts. And So On. The square relay pinout shows how the relay socket is configured for
wiring. This pinout image is only a 2-pole diagram for room on the page purposes, but you can
get the picture here with this one since a 3-pole will just have 1 more set of contacts. As you
can see, there is absolutely no difference between the square type and the round type other
than the ratings on the relay. Otherwise they work exactly the same. See my Switch
Terminology Page for more on contact arrangements if you need to. By looking at the diagram
below we can go through the basic concept of a relay and how they operate. This diagram will
show you how simple it is to control motors, lights, valves, other relays and any type load you
want. In this example we are simply turning on a light. Just like basic house wiring, we always
want to control switch the hot wire. So as you can see below, L1 goes down into a normally
closed switch. This means the current travels through that switch until it see's an open switch
and cannot go any further. Now the 2 MCR contacts which are normally open as shown will now
close. This allows current flow through the contacts and energizes the light. Now to turn the
light off, you simply depress the STOP button and this will open the circuit to the relay,
de-energizing the coil. The relay contacts open to their normal state and stop the current flow to
light. There you have it. A relay circuit. Now these diagrams are known as relay logic or ladder
diagrams. It's using relays to control the circuit and also the diagram will begin to take the
shape of a ladder as the relay logic grows. It will continue downward as you will see later on.
Now in the diagram below I have added a motor starter. A motor starter is just another name for
a certain type of relay that is used to control a motor. We'll call this MTR1 Motor1. The logic here
is the same as above with the exception of adding control to the circuit so that any of the circuit
below the MTR1 contact will not be hot until the MTR1 coil is energized, which closes the MTR1
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Relay? Why Use a Relay in a Car? A relay is an electrically operated switch. They commonly use
an electromagnet coil to operate their internal mechanical switching mechanism contacts. When
a relay contact is open, this will switch power ON for a circuit when the coil is activated. The
example relay diagrams below show how a relay works. Why use a Relay? Relays allow a low
current circuit to control one or more higher current circuits. Relays provide these benefits; 1.
Thinner cables can be used to connect the control switch to the relay thereby saving weight,
space and cost. Relays allow power to be routed to a device over the shortest distance, thereby
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e difference between a 4 and 5 pin relay is that a 4 pin relay is used to control a single circuit,
whereas a 5 pin relay switches power between two circuits. There are 2 types of 4 pin relay
available; normally open or normally closed. A normally open relay will switch power ON for a
circuit when the coil is activated. A normally closed relay will switch power OFF for a circuit
when the coil is activated. They have both normally open and normally closed connection pins.
When the coil is activated, power will be switched from the normally closed pin to the normally
open pin. ISO relays are designed for use in the automotive industry and adhere to a standard
pattern for their electrical terminals. The newer ISO relays use a smaller pin terminal that is 2.
Should you require diode protection, please contact sales. Example 2. Note: These circuits have
been simplified to illustrate the function of a relay and therefore exclude fuse protection that
would be required. Contact Us Top of Page.

